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Abstract
Objective Inversion recovery-pointwise encoding time reduction with radial acquisition (IR-PETRA) is an effective magnetic 
resonance (MR) pulse sequence in generating pseudo-CTs. The hardware-related spatial-distortion (HRSD) in MR images 
potentially deteriorates the accuracy of pseudo-CTs. Thus, we aimed at characterizing HRSD for IR-PETRA.
Materials and methods gross-HRSDoverall (Euclidean-sum of gross-HRSDi (i = x, y, z)) for IR-PETRA was assessed using 
a brain-specific phantom for two MR scanners (1.5 T-Aera and 3.0 T-Prisma). Moreover, hardware imperfections were 
analyzed by determining gradient-nonlinearity spatial-distortion (GNSD) and  B0-inhomogeneity spatial-distortion  (B0ISD) 
for magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition gradient-echo (MP-RAGE) which has well-known distortion characteristics.
Results In 3.0 T, maximum of gross-GNSDoverall (Euclidean-sum of gross-GNSDi) and gross-B0ISD for MP-RAGE was 
2.77 mm and 0.57 mm, respectively. For this scanner, the mean and maximum of gross-HRSDoverall for IR-PETRA were 
0.63 ± 0.38 mm and 1.91 mm, respectively. In 1.5 T, maximum of gross-GNSDoverall and gross-B0ISD for MP-RAGE was 
3.41 mm and 0.78 mm, respectively. The mean and maximum of gross-HRSDoverall for IR-PETRA were 1.02 ± 0.50 mm and 
3.12 mm, respectively.
Discussion The spatial accuracy of MR images, besides being impacted by hardware performance, scanner capabilities, and 
imaging parameters, is mainly affected by its imaging strategy and data acquisition scheme. In 3.0 T, even without apply-
ing vendor correction algorithms, spatial accuracy of IR-PETRA image is sufficient for generating pseudo-CTs. In 1.5 T, 
distortion-correction is required to provide this accuracy.

Keywords IR-PETRA  · Hardware-related spatial distortion · Pseudo-CTs · Brain-specific phantom

Introduction

In recent years, the radiotherapy treatment planning (RTP) 
workflow which is entirely relied on the magnetic resonance 
(MR) imaging (MR-only RTP) has been taken into consid-
eration [1–4]. In this workflow, the target and organ at risk 

are precisely delineated using multi-contrast MR images 
[5–8], dose calculations are performed by pseudo-computed 
tomography (pseudo-CT) image generated from these MR 
images, and patient positioning is conducted by recon-
structing the reference digitally reconstructed radiographs 
(DRRs) from the pseudo-CT [2–4]. MR images are inher-
ently subject to spatial distortion (SD). SD originates from 
any unwanted deviations in resonance frequency caused by 
nonlinearity of gradient fields and the imperfect uniform-
ity of the magnetic field [1, 9–16]. Moreover, the accuracy 
of dosimetric calculations and patient positioning is mainly 
affected by the discriminatory power of MR pulse sequence 
in separating bone from air [2–4, 17, 18]. This discrimi-
natory power is mainly improved using the ultrashort echo 
time (TE) imaging [2, 17, 19–29]. Among different proposed 
techniques for this task, the pointwise encoding time reduc-
tion with radial acquisition (PETRA) sequence has attracted 
considerable attention [21, 29, 30]. Moreover, apart from 
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retaining this discriminatory power, it would be beneficial 
to enhance T1 contrast in the PETRA sequence to achieve 
other required anatomical information. In general, a rela-
tively low flip angle in PETRA leads to a predominantly pro-
ton density-weighted contrast. In inversion recovery-PETRA 
(IR-PETRA), this image contrast is modified by using 180° 
standard inversion pulse and stronger T1-weighted images 
are achieved [31–33].

In conventional PETRA, gradients are ramped-up and 
stabilized prior to applying radiofrequency excitation pulse 
and then, data are acquired following transmit/receive (T/R) 
switching delay [29, 30, 34]. This delay leads to missing 
data points in the central part of k-space and thus, only the 
outer part of k-space is filled up on 3D radial trajectory using 
radial half-projections [21, 29, 30]. To compensate these 
missed data points, the central part of k-space is acquired in 
combination with single-point imaging (SPI) on Cartesian 
sampling pattern. Utilizing additional SPI causes that the 
requirement on fast T/R switching is mitigated [30]. In IR-
PETRA with a similar acquisition manner, the central part 

of k-space is acquired after very first inversion pulse  (TI1), 
and the outer part of k-space is filled after the second and 
subsequent inversion pulses  (TI2s) [31–33]. Thus,  TI1 might 
greatly affect the contrast of resulting image [31]. Moreover, 
a wait time (TW) as a recovery period, which is considered 
between the end of each acquisition and the application of 
the next inversion pulse also affects signal-to-noise and con-
trast-to-noise ratio on IR-PETRA images [31–33]. Figure 1 
illustrates the IR-PETRA pulse sequence diagram. Moreo-
ver, according to Fig. 1,  TRPETRA  is the time between two 
RF pulses while  TRIR is time between two inversion pulses. 
IR-PETRA, like the PETRA sequence allows quiet scan-
ning because changes in its gradient amplitude are smooth 
and gradual at the end of each repetition [29, 32, 33] and its 
required slew-rate is extremely low [32]. Data are acquired 
under the constant gradient amplitude and spoiling occurs 
during the incremental gradient changes at the end of each 
repetition [21, 29, 30, 35]. Eventually, both parts of k-space 
in this hybrid acquisition are combined during image recon-
struction [29].

Fig. 1  Pulse sequence diagram for the IR-PETRA sequence
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Assessing the SD for IR-PETRA pulse sequence is essen-
tial for achieving accurate pseudo-CTs. The SD has been 
comprehensively evaluated for different spin or gradient 
echo pulse sequences in several studies [1, 11, 13–15, 29, 
36–42]. However, limited study has been performed for 
PETRA sequence [43] while it requires more precise char-
acterization for MR-only brain RTP purposes.

The SDs can be categorized into two types: patient-
related spatial distortion (PRSD) and hardware-related 
spatial distortion (HRSD) [44]. The PRSD is composed 
of susceptibility-induced spatial distortion (SISD) and 
chemical shift-induced spatial distortion (CSISD), and the 
HRSD, consisting of gradient nonlinearity spatial distortion 
(GNSD) and  B0-inhomogeneity spatial distortion  (B0ISD). 
Although SDs induced from off-resonance sources such as 
SISD, CSISD, and  B0ISD will be minimized by choosing 
appropriate imaging parameters [41, 45], GNSD as a domi-
nant component of HRSD requires serious assessment [1, 
14, 15, 44]. The upper acceptable limit of HRSD for the 
MR-only RTP workflow is within 2 mm [1, 14, 15, 46, 47]. 
Other sources which manifest as image degradation and 
compromise the accuracy of HRSD calculations arise from 
eddy current (EC) and concomitant gradient fields (CGFs) 
[48, 49]. EC generated by rapid switching of gradient pulses 
(gradient slewing) [3, 49] induces additional magnetic field 
gradients with constant and linear spatial dependence [48, 
49] and causes unwanted time-varying gradients and shifts 
in the main magnetic field [42]. The EC is characterized by 
different exponential decay time constants included long and 
short time-constant terms. In general, these EC terms can 
be compensated by pre-emphasis circuitry and the active 
shielding of gradient-coil assembly [42]. However, the short 
time-constant term can be problematic in some types of data 
acquisition with complex k-space trajectory in which data 
are sampled using high slew-rate, time-varying readout 
gradient waveforms [1, 3, 42, 50, 51]. In this situation, EC 
can be compensated in image reconstruction by measuring 
k-space trajectory or a gradient impulse response function 
[52–54]. For IR-PETRA, the contribution of this term is 
negligible as compared to other short-T2 imaging techniques 
such as the conventional ultrashort echo (UTE) which has 
center-out k-space trajectory and data sampling during gra-
dient ramping with high slew-rate [29, 55]

CGFs originating from Maxwell’s equations are a series 
of undesired magnetic fields which are created simultane-
ously with the spatial encoding gradient fields and cause 
unwanted phase accumulation within the measured k-space 
data [48, 56, 57]. These CGF phase errors affect most phase-
sensitive imaging techniques including phase-contrast, echo 
planar imaging, spiral scans, RARE imaging, GRASE imag-
ing, and spectroscopy [48]. CGFs are present whenever gra-
dients are active [58]. In conventional whole-body MR sys-
tems, CGFs are characterized by second-order spatial terms 

and are dependent on gradient amplitudes, distance from 
isocenter, and main field strength [59, 60]. They can be cor-
rected using gradient pre-emphasis, alteration of gradient 
waveforms in the pulse sequence, and phase-corrected image 
reconstruction [56, 58, 60, 61]. IR-PETRA is expected to 
be less susceptible to CGF phase accumulation because of 
spoiling during the incremental gradient changes at the end 
of each repetition, slow slew-rate, and constant gradient 
amplitude in radial acquisition [29, 30, 32, 48, 58, 59, 61]

In the present study, the assessment of HRSD for IR-
PETRA pulse sequence, as an effective sequence in pseudo-
CT generation, has been performed at two magnetic field 
strengths. To achieve this aim, a new brain-specific phantom 
was designed and constructed. To assess and interpret the 
HRSD of this hybrid sequence, hardware imperfections, as 
pre-analysis, are additionally determined using MP-RAGE 
pulse sequence, which allows separation of GNSD and 
 B0ISD components duo to its 3D-Cartesian acquisition.

Materials and methods

Theory

HRSD is calculated by comparing control point (CP) loca-
tions between CT and MR images of a grid-type phantom 
[13, 44]. HRSD composed of two components including 
GNSD and  B0ISD is proportional to the ratio of magnetic 
field perturbation to gradient amplitude [1, 14]. The calcula-
tion of the HRSD and quantitative separation of these two 
components along each encoding direction determines and 
explains the hardware imperfections. In the 3D-Cartesian 
acquisition, GNSDs exist in all encoding directions; while, 
 B0ISD is observed only in the frequency encoding direction 
[9, 44]. In 3D-radial acquisitions, this separation is more 
complicated as they do not have a unique frequency encod-
ing direction [21, 62, 63].

Given that in the Cartesian acquisition like MP-RAGE, 
data sampling is performed after the decay of short time-
constant EC term, it is inherently robust against this term 
[42]. Moreover, in this acquisition where the transverse mag-
netization component is usually spoiled and thus the previ-
ous CGF phase accumulation will be rewound and not affect 
the later echo [59, 60], the effect of CGFs is negligible.

Accordingly, in these acquisitions, HRSD is attributed to 
the GNSDs and  B0ISD components which can be separated 
by averaging two datasets with an opposite frequency encod-
ing direction (AP and PA) [1, 14, 38, 39]: 

(1)yMR
||
AP

= yCT +
dBGy

(x, y, z)

Gy

+
dB0(x, y, z)

Gy
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 where yMR
|
|
AP and yMR

|
|
PA are the y-locations of CPs in both 

MR datasets and yCT is the corresponding real y-location in 
CT image, dBGy

 , Gy and dB0 are the y-gradient field nonlin-
earity, y-gradient amplitude, and B0-inhomogeneity, respec-
tively. Based on these equations,  GNSDy and  B0ISD com-
ponents are calculated as follows:

GNSDi and  HRSDi (i = x and z) are easily calculated 
because  B0ISD does not affect these directions. In general, 
the overall magnitudes of  GNSDis  (GNSDoverall) and  HRSDis 
 (HRSDoverall) are calculated as follows:

Considering that in this context, HRSD, GNSD will refer 
to  HRSDoverall,  GNSDoverall, respectively. Nonlinearities of 
gradient systems are considerably corrected by applying 
3D vendor gradient nonlinearity correction [1, 11, 13, 40]. 
Moreover, the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field is prop-
erly compensated using second-order shim coils [41].

In this context, gross distortions will refer to the analysis 
of acquired images without applying 3D vendor gradient 
nonlinearity correction and with applying default shimming 
mode. On the other hand, residual distortions will refer to the 
analysis of acquired images after applying 3D vendor gradi-
ent nonlinearity correction and applying standard-shimming 

(2)yMR
|
|
PA

= yCT +
dBGy

(x, y, z)

Gy

−
dB0(x, y, z)

Gy

,

(3)GNSDy =
yMR

|
|
AP

+ yMR
|
|
PA

2
− yCT

(4)B0ISD = yMR
|
|
AP

− yCT − GNSDy

(5)GNSDoverall =

√(
GNSDx

)2
+
(
GNSDy

)2
+
(
GNSDz

)2

(6)
HRSDoverall =

√(
GNSDx

)2
+
(
GNSDy + B0ISD

)2
+
(
GNSDz

)2

mode for achieving better B0-homogeneity. By assessing 
gross distortion, the distortion induced by the actual hard-
ware imperfections such as gradient nonlinearities, limita-
tions of coil design, and B0-inhomogeneity is determined. 
Also, by evaluating residual distortion, the performance of 
these vendor correction algorithms and residual hardware 
imperfections can also be identified.

Although various methods have been proposed for the 
assessment of B0-homogeneity (HB (ppm)) [9, 15, 44], in 
this study, it was calculated using the quantified residual-
B0ISD component:

where B0 (x, y, z) is the main magnetic field in Tesla (T).

Phantom design

A cylindrical brain-specific phantom consisting of 19 
clear acrylic plates (Year Long Industrial Co.) with 
190 ± 0.1 mm diameter and 10 ± 0.1 mm thickness was 
designed and constructed (Fig. 2). These plates were 
located inside an acrylic cylinder with an internal diame-
ter and length of 192 ± 0.1 mm and 200 ± 0.1 mm, respec-
tively. CPs with a diameter of 3 ± 0.1 mm and a radial 
center-to-center spacing of 11.5 ± 0.1 mm were drilled in 
all plates in a radial configuration. The CP configurations 
for two consecutive plates have offset patterns to ensure a 
precise 3D coverage at different angles and radii. Moreo-
ver, this configuration allows for more accurate extrac-
tion of the 3D deformable transformation matrix and pre-
serves the details of distortion maps across the phantom 
volume. Each even and odd plate contains 280 and 248 
CPs, respectively, and overall CPs across the phantom 
volume are 5032. To reduce susceptibility artifact, the 
phantom was filled with pure paraffin mineral oil with a 
density of 0.83 g/cm3. The phantom size and shape were 

(7)HB =
(residualB0ISD) × Gy

B0(x, y, z)
,

Fig. 2  Constructed phantom (a), MR images of the even (b) and odd (c) plates
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designed such that it fitted into the 20-channel head/neck 
coil. Moreover, a precise slot plus three external markers 
was considered along the phantom length, which allows 
to ensure accurate positioning during imaging sessions.

MRI data acquisition

Two clinical pulse sequences including MP-RAGE and IR-
PETRA were assessed. All MR imaging were performed 
on a 1.5 T Magnetom Aera and 3.0 T Magnetom Prisma 
scanners (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) by 
using 20-channel head/neck coil. The phantom was ori-
ented along the axial direction. This phantom was pre-
cisely positioned at the magnet isocenter when the laser 
light is aligned with the central external marker in the mid-
dle of the phantom length. Moreover, to ensure that phan-
tom was located in the center of FOV in all imaging ses-
sions, the reference point was superimposed on this central 
external marker in the sagittal localizer image. The key 
gradient specifications such as maximum gradient ampli-
tude (Gmax) and slew-rate are 45 mT/m and 200 T/m/s in 
the 1.5 T scanner and 80 mT/m and 200 T/m/s in the 3.0 T 
scanner, respectively. In both scanners, gradient nonlin-
earities were corrected using the 3D method provided by 
the vendor based on the spherical harmonic polynomial 
model. In addition, better B0-homogeneity was achieved 
using standard-shimming mode due to automated inline 
adjustment based on selected imaging protocols. MP-
RAGE pulse sequence was acquired with the following 
imaging parameters: TE/TR/TI = 3.05/1940/980  ms, 
flip angle = 9°, BW = 440  Hz/pixel, number of signal 
averages  (NSA) = 3, and TA = 25  min  54′  at the 1.5  T 
and TE/TR/TI = 2.40/1900/900  ms, f lip angle = 9°, 
BW = 440 Hz/pixel, NSA = 1, and TA = 8 min 29′ at 3.0 T. 
These images were acquired in an axial plane with and 
without applying 3D vendor gradient nonlinearity cor-
rection and using default shimming as well as stand-
ard shimming. The in-plane pixel size and slice thick-
ness were 0.5 × 0.5 mm2 and 1 mm, respectively. These 
parameters for IR-PETRA pulse sequence were the fol-
lowing: TE/TRPETRA /TRIR = 0.07/3.37/2250  ms,  TI1/
TI2 = 1300/500 ms, TW = 306 ms, flip angle = 6°, radial 
spokes = 65,000, BW = 440 Hz/pixel and TA = 6 min 31′ at 
the 1.5 T and TE/TRPETRA /TRIR = 0.07/3.61/2250 ms,  TI1/
TI2 = 1300/500 ms, TW = 306 ms, flip angle = 6º, radial 
pokes = 65,000, BW = 440 Hz/pixel and TA = 6 min 31′ at 
3.0 T. These images were acquired in an axial plane with-
out applying 3D vendor gradient nonlinearity correction 
and using default shimming mode. The in-plane pixel 
size and slice thickness were 1.0 × 1.0 mm2 and 1 mm, 
respectively. Note that a few slices were eliminated from 
all datasets due to partial volume effects.

CT data acquisition

CP locations measured by CT were considered as ground 
truth due to its superior spatial accuracy [14–16, 44, 64]. 
The images were acquired by SOMATOM Emotion CT 
scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany) at 
110 kV–297 mA. CT image was acquired in the axial plane 
with FOV of 256 mm, in-plane pixel sizes of 0.5 × 0.5 mm2, 
and the slice thickness of 1 mm.

HRSD assessment

For the assessment of HRSD, an in-house MATLAB-based 
software consisting of the following sections was developed: 
(1) image pre-processing (denoising of CT images and inten-
sity inversion of MR images), (2) accurate and automated 
identification of CPs based on an adaptive threshold method 
[13], (3) estimation of the CP coordinates based on the cir-
cular Hough transform (CHT) algorithm [65], (4) 3D rigid 
registration using coherent point drift (CPD) algorithm [66], 
(5) 3D non-rigid registration using CPD algorithm [67], (6) 
calculation of deformable transformation matrix [16],

and (7) calculation and quantification of the HRSD [1, 11, 
14, 40, 44]. The assessment and quantification procedures of 
HRSD are shown (Fig. 3).

In this assessment, the CPs are detected by applying 
automatic, fast, and straightforward algorithms. We used a 
12-Core CPU (64 GB random access memory) and the com-
putation time of this step for each image being about 10 min. 
The accuracy of this algorithm in detecting the neighboring 
CPs was 0.2 pixel. Moreover, the MR images were rigidly 
registered to the CT image to unify imaging frameworks, 
while non-rigid registrations were applied for driving the 
deformable transformation matrix (HRSD map). In addition, 
the accuracy of the calculated HRSD map and its quanti-
fied components were improved using the landmark-based 
registration algorithm of CPD. By optimizing the registra-
tion parameters including β (width of smoothing Gaussian 
filter) and λ (regularization weight) [66], a high registration 
accuracy (≈ 0.02 pixel) was achieved. The computation time 
of this registration for each dataset with the mentioned sys-
tem was about 120 min. The distortions arising from hard-
ware imperfections of both scanners were quantified for 
MP-RAGE sequence which has a 3D Cartesian acquisition 
with well-known and predictable distortion characteristics 
[13–15, 38, 39]. Quantification for this sequence included 
gross and residual magnitudes of  GNSDi,  GNSDoverall, 
 B0ISD,  HRSDi, and  HRSDoverall. For IR-PETRA sequence, 
only gross-HRSDi and gross-HRSDoverall were quantified. 
These gross quantifications reveal the maximum distortion 
due to actual hardware imperfection manifested for this 
hybrid acquisition. Moreover, because of its non-Cartesian 
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acquisition, no separation in  GNSDi and  B0ISD was pos-
sible here.

Results

Determination of hardware imperfections based 
on MP‑RAGE sequence

The extremum values of gross-GNSDoverall and gross-B0ISD 
components along the through-plane direction (± z) for MP-
RAGE sequence of both scanners are shown in Fig. 4. In 
Fig. 4a and b, the extremum values shown as an “error bars” 
indicate the highest and lowest values of gross-GNSDoverall, 
while the highlighted points correspond to its mean values 
for each slice. Similar plots for the gross-B0ISD component 
are presented in Fig. 4c and d. As can be seen, the highest 
mean values of gross-GNSDoverall occur towards higher |z|. 
The extremum values of gross-B0ISDs are randomly distrib-
uted and their mean values fluctuate around zero.

In Fig. 5, the in-plane gross-GNSDi (i = x and y) maps are 
demonstrated at z = − 90 mm. As shown, the magnitude of 

gross-GNSDi along phase and frequency encoding directions 
in the 3.0 T scanner are less than that of the 1.5 T scanner.

The statistical results for the gross- and residual-GNSDi 
(i = x, y, and z) and gross- and residual-GNSDoverall are 
summarized in Table 1. Similar results are reported for 
gross- and residual-B0ISD as well as HB in Tables 2 and 3, 
respectively.

Calculation of gross‑HRSD for IR‑PETRA pulse 
sequence

As mentioned, gross-HRSD for IR-PETRA is presented 
and compared to explain the impact of the actual hardware 
imperfections and data acquisition scheme in spatial dis-
tortion. Figure 6 shows the maximum and mean values of 
gross-HRSDoverall along the through-plane direction for IR-
PETRA and MP-RAGE pulse sequences in both scanners.

The patterns of in-plane gross-HRSDoverall map for IR-
PETRA and MP-RAGE sequences are demonstrated in 
Figs. 7 and 8, respectively, at z =  ± 90 mm in which the 
highest gross-HRSDoverall is anticipated for both scanners. In 
these figures, the in-plane patterns of gross-HRSDoverall map 

Fig. 3   HRSD, GNSD, and 
 B0ISD assessment flowchart
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are irregular for both sequences (even within a given radius) 
and are asymmetrically distributed along the through-
plane direction. For example, for IR-PETRA sequence at 
z = − 90 mm and z =  + 90 mm, the CPs subjected to gross-
HRSDoverall of more than 2 mm are 30.38% and 18.80% 
in the 1.5 T, respectively, and zero in the 3.0 T. At z = 0, 
these values reduce to 3.2% and zero in the 1.5 T and 3.0 T, 
respectively. For the MP-RAGE sequence, at z =  − 90 mm 
and z =  + 90 mm, the corresponding values are 57.90% and 
20.30% in the 1.5 T and 23.40% and 10.15% in the 3.0 T, 
respectively. At z = 0, these values are almost zero in both 
scanners.

The statistical results of the gross-HRSDi (i = x, y, and 
z) and gross-HRSDoverall for IR-PETRA and MP-RAGE 
sequences are presented in Table 4 in both scanners. In 
Fig. 9, the histograms of the gross-HRSDi (i = x, y, and z) 
and gross-HRSDoverall are shown for IR-PETRA sequence 
of both scanners.

Discussion

The performance of MR-only RTP workflow which depends 
on the accuracy of pseudo-CT generation is mainly affected 
by HRSD in MR images as well as the bone–air discrimina-
tion power of MR pulse sequence [2–4, 17, 18]. Accord-
ingly, assessing the HRSD for IR-PETRA sequence, which 
improved this discrimination, is essential for achieving the 
effective performance [21, 42]. Although HRSD for con-
ventional pulse sequences has been evaluated in previous 
studies [1, 11, 13, 14, 37, 40, 44, 46, 64, 68, 69], its charac-
terization for IR-PETRA has remained understudied [43]. 
In the study by Law et al. [43], the mean value of residual 
HRSD (after applying gradient nonlinearity correction) was 
calculated using a large phantom with isotropic CPs pattern 
across the phantom volume (55 × 55 × 32.5cm3, 3892 spheri-
cal CPs with 6 mm-diameter and 25 mm‐isotropic interval). 
All images were acquired using integrated body coil in the 

Fig. 4  Extremum (line) and mean values (dots) of through-plane gross-GNSDoverall and gross-B0ISD for MP-RAGE sequence: a gross-GNS-
Doverall at 1.5 T, b gross-GNSDoverall at 3.0 T, c gross-B0ISD at 1.5 T, and d gross-B0ISD at 3.0 T
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Fig. 5  In-plane gross-GNSDi maps for MP-RAGE sequence at z = − 90 mm. a gross-GNSDx at 1.5 T, b gross-GNSDx at 3.0 T, c gross-GNSDy 
at 1.5 T, and d gross-GNSDy at 3.0 T

Table 1  Statistical results of the gross- and residual-GNSDi (i = x, y, and z) and gross- and residual-GNSDoverall for MP-RAGE sequence at 1.5 T 
and 3.0 T scanners

Component Strength (T) Type Range (mm) Mean ± SD (mm) %CP >|0.5| mm %CP >|1| mm %CP >|1.5| mm %CP >|2| mm

GNSDx 1.5 gross (− 3.20 to 2.48) 0.05 ± 0.72 42.73 16.73 3.50 1.36
residual (− 1.65 to 1.64) 0.00 ± 0.33 11.76 1.34 0.02 0.00

3.0 gross (− 2.27 to 2.38) 0.03 ± 0.54 31.94 6.06 1.38 0.21
residual (− 1.57 to 1.59) 0.00 ± 0.40 20.96 1.63 0.02 0.00

GNSDy 1.5 gross (− 2.62 to 2.92) 0.03 ± 0.66 40.08 12.73 3.08 0.86
residual (− 1.25 to 1.13) 0.00 ± 0.32 12.90 0.11 0.00 0.00

3.0 gross (− 2.53 to 2.53) 0.01 ± 0.53 27.60 6.42 1.78 0.45
residual (− 1.52 to 1.62) 0.00 ± 0.37 16.51 1.75 0.00 0.00

GNSDz 1.5 gross (− 1.75 to 1.68) 0.01 ± 0.76 57.72 21.89 2.00 0.00
residual (− 1.68 to 1.66) 0.00 ± 0.81 61.30 27.36 2.60 0.00

3.0 gross (− 1.49 to 1.34) 0.00 ± 0.67 53.02 14.71 0.00 0.00
residual (− 1.26 to 1.29) 0.00 ± 0.64 51.57 12.31 0.00 0.00

GNSDoverall 1.5 gross (0.02 to 3.41) 1.11 ± 0.55 85.84 54.34 23.51 7.26
residual (0.01 to 2.19) 0.83 ± 0.43 73.47 35.71 7.58 0.03

3.0 gross (0.03 to 2.77) 0.91 ± 0.44 81.58 38.64 9.00 1.92
residual (0.03 to 2.00) 0.77 ± 0.35 72.59 26.90 2.28 0.00
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Table 2  Statistical results of the gross- and residual-B0ISD (mm) for MP-RAGE sequence at 1.5 T and 3.0 T scanners

Component Strength (T) Type Range (mm) Mean ± SD (mm) %CP >|0.1| mm %CP >|0.2| mm

B0ISD 1.5 gross (− 0.78 to 0.60) 0.00 ± 0.09 22.52 1.67
residual (− 0.33 to 0.31) 0.00 ± 0.05 7.14 0.00

3.0 gross (− 0.57 to 0.49) 0.00 ± 0.08 16.18 0.84
residual (− 0.26 to 0.29) 0.00 ± 0.03 4.51 0.00

Table 3  Statistical results of the  HB (ppm) calculated from residual-B0ISD component for MP-RAGE sequence at 1.5 T and 3.0 T scanners

Component Strength (T) Range (ppm) Mean ± SD (ppm) %CP >|1| ppm

HB 1.5 (− 4.55 to 4.26) 0.00 ± 0.58 2.58
3.0 (− 1.78 to 2.00) 0.00 ± 0.21 0.45

Fig. 6  Through-plane gross-HRSDoverall at 1.5 T and 3.0 T scanners. For IR-PETRA sequence, the maximum (a) and mean value (b), and for 
MP-RAGE sequence, maximum (c) and mean value (d)
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1.5 T scanner. The mean value of residual-HRSD for IR-
PETRA was reported 0.4 ± 0.17 mm for FOV of 200 mm 
[43]. The highest magnitude of residual-HRSD was found 
in the axial orientation, confirming the importance of this 
orientation for precise HRSD evaluation of IR-PETRA. In 
that study, the gross-HRSD were not calculated, which can 
be attributed to failure of CPs’ detection due to the severity 
of distortion magnitude at larger distances from scanner’s 
isocenter as well as the isotropic distribution of the CPs 
across the phantom volume.

In this study, we aimed to precisely characterize gross-
HRSD for IR-PETRA in head region. This characteriza-
tion, apart from evaluating the required spatial accuracy 
for MR-only brain RTP purposes, interprets the impacts of 
the actual hardware imperfections, restrictions of sequence 
and scanner, imaging strategy, and data acquisition scheme 
in degrading of this accuracy. To overcome the limitations 
resulting from the lower SNR and sensitivity variation of 
RF-coil across the imaging volume which can compromise 

the accuracy of HRSD maps, all images were acquired with 
a 20-channel head/neck coil and after applying pre-scan 
normalization. To this aim, a brain-specific phantom was 
designed and constructed. As per analysis, hardware imper-
fections were quantified by MP-RAGE. This acquisition is 
robust to short time constant EC term and CGF-induced 
phase errors; thus, imperfections are generally attributed to 
the GNSD and  B0ISD components.

The evaluation of hardware imperfections for the MP-
RAGE sequence indicates that the both gross and residual 
magnitudes of GNSD and  B0ISD in the 3.0 T scanner are 
lower than those in the 1.5 T scanner. Based on Table 1, the 
highiest gross-GNSDi (> 2 mm) is observed along the x- and 
y-axes indicating higher gradient nonlinearity along these 
axes, in both scanners. Applying the vendor gradient non-
linearity correction leads to a symmetrical distribution of a 
residual-GNSDi along all axes and mitigates it to an accept-
able limit (< 2 mm) in both scanners. Most CPs are subject 
to residual-GNSDoverall of less than 1.5 mm, especially in the 

Fig. 7  In-plane gross-HRSDoverall for IR-PETRA sequence at a z = − 90 mm at 1.5 T, b z = − 90 mm at 3.0 T, c z =  + 90 mm at 1.5 T, and d 
z =  + 90 mm at 3.0 T
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3.0 T scanner. Despite the appropriate performance of the 
vendor gradient nonlinearity correction which was observed 
in the 1.5 T scanner, residual-GNSDi and residual-GNS-
Doverall in the 3.0 T scanner were still lower than those of 
the 1.5 T scanner. According to the results of Table 2, most 
CPs are subject to a gross-B0ISD of less than 0.2 mm and 
after applying standard-shimming mode due to improvement 
of  HB, residual-B0ISD in most CPs decreases to less than 
0.1 mm, in both scanners. As a result, due to high magnitude 
of gross-GNSDx and gross-GNSDy as dominant components 
of HRSD, a high magnitude of gross-HRSDx and gross-
HRSDy (> 2 mm) is justifiable for MP-RAGE (Table 4). 
Although a high magnitude of gross-HRSDy can be attrib-
uted to the simultaneous occurrence of gross-GNSDy and 
gross-B0ISD in the frequency encoding direction, this high 
value for gross-HRSDx reveals a higher gradient nonlinear-
ity along the phase encoding direction. For IR-PETRA, the 

evaluation of quantified gross-HRSDi shows that the higher 
perturbation also occurs along the x- and y-axes in both 
scanners, as expected. As a conclusion, due to the better 
hardware performance of the 3.0 T scanner such as higher 
gradient linearity, improved coil design, and better magnetic 
shimming, a lower HRSD magnitude is predicted for IR-
PETRA in the 3.0 T. The obtained results (Table 4) confirm 
that the maximum gross-HRSDoverall for IR-PETRA is within 
the acceptable limit in the 3.0 T. Moreover, most of the CPs 
are subject to a gross-HRSDoverall of less than 1.5 mm, in the 
3.0 T. In the 1.5 T scanner, a small number of the CPs have a 
gross-HRSDoverall of more than 2.0 mm, which occurs even 
in more critical regions of the FOV with irregular distribu-
tion (Fig. 7).

Considering that, the gross-HRSDoverall for IR-PETRA 
was low, while the radial projection imaging as applied in 
UTE sequences is sensitive to scanner imperfection such as 

Fig. 8  In-plane gross-HRSDoverall for MP-RAGE sequence at a z = − 90 mm at 1.5 T, b z = − 90 mm at 3.0 T, c z =  + 90 mm at 1.5 T, and d 
z =  + 90 mm at 3.0 T
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time delays within the gradient system as well as the short 
time constant EC term [29, 31, 42, 70]. This result can be 
explained based on its imaging strategy and data acqui-
sition method. Silent IR-PETRA sequence has a hybrid 
k-space acquisition scheme composed of a radial part for 
acquiring high spatial frequency data and a Cartesian part 
for acquiring low spatial frequency data [21]. Due to the 
ramp-up and stabilization of gradients before applying the 
excitation pulse, the data are acquired during the plateau 
period of the readout gradient at both parts. In IR-PETRA, 
data are acquired with a constant gradient amplitude at both 
parts. Moreover, smoothly varying gradients at the end of 
each repetition allow a silent scanning and the required 
slew rate is extremely low [31–33]. Considering that, data 
sampling in the Cartesian part occurs with a lower ampli-
tude, compared to radial part, and with stepwise reducing 
scheme [29]. Accordingly, the contribution of short time 
constant EC term and the artifacts originating from time 
delays in the gradient start are negligible for this sequence 
[29, 71, 72]. At the end of each repetition, spoiling occurs 
during the incremental gradient changes and the gradients 
are ramped up to the needed amplitude [29, 30]. Accord-
ingly, due to spoiling at the end of each repetition, low- and 
constant gradient amplitude in its radial acquisition as well 
as its required slow slew-rate [29, 30, 48, 58, 59, 61], IR-
PETRA sequence is expected to be less susceptible to CGF 
phase accumulation in brain scan (18–24 cm). Based on the 
above considerations it can be expected that IR-PETRA is 
less influenced by hardware imperfections and application 
of this preferred sequence is recommended for this workflow 

to improve the discriminatory power of air from bone. The 
results of the present study reveal that the spatial accuracy of 
MR images is strongly affected by hardware imperfections, 
performance of correction algorithms, imaging strategy, and 
the data acquisition scheme. The spatial accuracy of the IR-
PETRA images acquired by the 3.0 T scanner is sufficient 
for generating pseudo-CTs, while, this accuracy is achieved 
by applying distortion correction in 1.5 T scanner. Varia-
tions in spatial accuracy of IR-PETRA images emphasize the 
importance of distortion assessment in each specific scanner 
using standardized phantom.

Conclusion

The HRSD assessment for IR-PETRA sequence, as an 
effective sequence for generating pseudo-CTs in MR-only 
brain RTP workflow, was performed for two magnetic field 
strengths. The results showed that the gross-HRSDoverall 
magnitude for IR-PETRA in the 3.0 T is acceptable for this 
workflow (even without any gradient nonlinearity correc-
tion). This can be attributed to the better hardware perfor-
mance of this scanner such as optimal gradient linearity 
and better magnetic shimming. Moreover, in IR-PETRA, 
as a quiet sequence, the changings in gradient strengths 
are smooth and gradual at the end of each repetition and 
the required slew-rate is extremely low. Furthermore, data 
acquisition is performed with a constant gradient amplitude 
and spoiling occurs during the incremental gradient changes 
at the end of each repetition. Accordingly, IR-PETRA was 

Table 4  Statistical results of the gross-HRSDi (i = x, y, z) and gross-HRSDoverall for IR-PETRA sequence and MP-RAGE sequence at 1.5 T and 
3.0 T scanners

Component Strength (T) Type Range (mm) Mean ± SD 
(mm)

%CP >|0.5| mm %CP >|1| mm %CP >|1.5| mm %CP >|2| mm

gross-HRSDx 1.5 IR-PETRA (− 3.11 to 3.07) 0.00 ± 0.68 36.84 14.86 3.17 1.10
MP-RAGE (− 3.20 to 2.48) 0.05 ± 0.72 42.73 16.73 3.50 1.36

3.0 IR-PETRA (− 1.97 to 1.99) 0.00 ± 0.52 31.08 5.19 1.29 0.00
MP-RAGE (− 2.27 to 2.38) 0.03 ± 0.54 31.94 6.06 1.38 0.21

gross-HRSDy 1.5 IR-PETRA (− 3.10 to 3.11) 0.00 ± 0.68 34.96 11.81 3.03 0.91
MP-RAGE (− 2.68 to 3.12) 0.03 ± 0.70 40.21 12.75 3.12 0.93

3.0 IR-PETRA (− 1.93 to 1.99) 0.00 ± 0.51 26.53 5.65 1.60 0.00
MP-RAGE (− 2.83 to 2.57) 0.01 ± 0.53 27.71 6.64 1.87 0.49

gross-HRSDz 1.5 IR-PETRA (− 1.14 to 1.15) 0.00 ± 0.45 30.16 0.87 0.00 0.00
MP-RAGE (− 1.75 to 1.68) 0.01 ± 0.76 57.72 21.89 2.00 0.00

3.0 IR-PETRA (− 0.80 to 0.81) 0.00 ± 0.31 12.60 0.00 0.00 0.00
MP-RAGE (− 1.49 to 1.34) 0.00 ± 0.67 53.02 14.71 0.00 0.00

gross-HRS-
Doverall

1.5 IR-PETRA (0.03 to 3.12) 1.02 ± 0.50 82.22 51.70 21.08 6.66
MP-RAGE (0.00 to 3.47) 1.11 ± 0.55 85.98 54.34 23.58 7.38

3.0 IR-PETRA (0.01 to 1.91) 0.63 ± 0.38 77.81 27.89 6.48 0.00
MP-RAGE (0.02 to 2.93) 0.91 ± 0.44 81.69 38.64 9.15 2.01
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Fig. 9  Histograms of the gross-HRSDi (i = x, y, and z) and gross-HRSDoverall for IR-PETRA sequence at a 1.5 T and b 3.0 T scanners
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less affected by short time constant EC term, time delays 
within the gradient system and CGF effects in FOV of brain. 
The assessment results of the 1.5 T show that distortion 
correction should be applied to the acquired images of IR-
PETRA to reduce its gross-HRSDoverall to less than 2.0 mm.
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